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Intrinsic signs and lower bounds
in real algebraic geometry
By Christian Okonek at Zürich and Andrei Teleman at Marseille
Abstract. A classical result due to Segre states that on a real cubic surface in P3R there
exist two kinds of real lines: elliptic and hyperbolic lines. These two kinds of real lines are
defined in an intrinsic way, i.e., their definition does not depend on any choices of orientation
data. Segre’s classification of smooth real cubic surfaces also shows that any such surface
contains at least 3 real lines. Starting from these remarks and inspired by the classical problem
mentioned above, our article has the following goals: (a) We explain a general principle which
leads to lower bounds in real algebraic geometry. (b) We explain the reason for the appearance
of intrinsic signs in the classical problem treated by Segre, showing that the same phenomenon
occurs in a large class of enumerative problems in real algebraic geometry. (c) We illustrate
these principles in the enumerative problem for real lines in real hypersurfaces of degree 2m 3
in PmR .
0. Introduction
A classical result in complex algebraic geometry states that any smooth cubic surface
in P3C contains precisely 27 lines. It is natural to investigate the analogous problem in real
algebraic geometry: how many real lines contains a real cubic surface in P3R. It is known that
a real cubic surface in P3R contains 27, 15, 7 or 3 real lines. A less known result due to Segre
states that on a real cubic surface there exist two kinds of real lines: elliptic and hyperbolic
lines. These two kinds of real lines are defined in an intrinsic way, i.e., their definition does not
depend on any choices of orientation data. Using this separation into kinds Segre shows:
Proposition 1 ([17]). Let X be a smooth real cubic, e the number of elliptic real lines,
and h the number of hyperbolic real lines on X . Then the following four cases can occur:
h e hC e h   e
15 12 27 3
9 6 15 3
5 2 7 3
3 0 3 3
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Apparently the fact that the difference h   e is always equal to 3 has not been noticed
before, neither by Segre nor in later publications; see for instance [1].1) Two important facts
can be noticed using this table:
(1) There exists a non-trivial lower bound for the total number of real lines on a smooth real
cubic surface. This lower bound is 3.
Note that one has an obvious lower bound which follows by comparison with the complex
situation. Indeed, this method yields an upper bound hCe  27, but also the congruence
hC e  27 (mod 2) which implies the lower bound hC e  1.
(2) There exist two kinds of real lines, the definition of the two kinds being intrinsic, i.e.,
independent of any choices of orientation data.
Starting from these remarks and inspired by the classical problem mentioned above, our
article has the following goals:
(1) We explain a general principle which leads to lower bounds in real algebraic geometry.
(2) We explain the reason for the appearance of intrinsic signs in the classical problem treated
by Segre, showing that the same phenomenon occurs in a large class of enumerative
problems in real algebraic geometry.
(3) We illustrate these two principles in the enumerative problem of counting real lines in
real hypersurfaces of degree 2n   5 in Pn 1R .
A short summary of our article follows:
Section 1 introduces the canonical Euler class of a real vector bundle. This class is
defined for real vector bundles in an intrinsic way, so the choice of an orientation is not needed.
We also introduce relatively oriented bundles on smooth manifolds, and the concept of degree
for relatively oriented bundles over closed manifolds. The essential point here is that relative
orientability is a much weaker condition than the orientability of both the bundle and the base
manifold (which is the condition usually required in the literature). At the end we treat the
analogous concepts in the case of sphere bundles.
In Section 2 we prove a general lower estimate for the number of zeros of a section s with
isolated zeros in a relatively oriented bundle  over a closed manifold. Our result states thatX
s2Z.s/
multx.s/  jdegj./;
where the multiplicity multx.s/ at an isolated zero is defined using algebraic methods. It is
important to note that the formula holds in the C1 category and no transversality property is
necessary. The result uses a classical inequality in singularity theory (see [5]) which compares
the multiplicity of a smooth germ .Rn; 0/ ! .Rn; 0/ with an isolated zero at 0 2 Rn with its
Milnor degree at 0. Our result can be viewed as a global version of the inequality obtained in
[5].
Section 3 is dedicated to applications of the general theory to the problem of counting
real lines in a hypersurface Z.f /  P .V / defined by a homogeneous polynomial of degree
2n 5 on an n-dimensional real vector space V . These lines correspond bijectively to the zeros
of the section sf 2 .S2n 5.U_// associated with f , where we denote by U the tautological
1) V. Kharlamov has informed us [7] that he together with S. Finashin had noticed this fact while working
on a forthcoming article about real lines on projective hypersurfaces.
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plane bundle of the Grassmannian G2.V /, and the section sf is obtained by restricting f to
the linear 2-planes W  V which are the fibers of U . We start with a fundamental remark:
the bundle S2n 5.U_/ is canonically relatively oriented. This implies that to any regular zero
of sf one can assign a sign in an intrinsic way. Note that both the Grassmannian G2.V / and
the bundle S2n 5.U_/ are non-orientable when n is odd. For the canonical Euler class of
S2n 5.U_/ we obtain the simple formula
eS2n 5.U_/ D 1  3  : : :  .2n   5/ DW .2n   5/ŠŠ:
An important difficulty in proving this result is to control the canonical relative orientation of
S2n 5.U_/ in order to determine accurately the sign of this Euler class. There is an important
detail here which should be pointed out: the result depends on certain orientation conventions
in linear algebra, which must be fixed and used consistently; for instance one has to fix once
and for ever the “standard” orientation of the symmetric power Sk.T / of an oriented vector
space T , and the “standard” orientation of the morphism space Hom.T 0; T 00/ of two oriented
vector spaces T 0, T 00.
The computation of this Euler class for n D 5 has been obtained before in [16]. In
the general case, jeS2n 5.U_/j has recently been computed independently by Finashin and
Kharlamov [7, 8] who interpret it as the “virtual number” of real lines.
As a corollary we obtain the following lower estimate for the number of lines on the real
hypersurface Z.f /, under the (very weak) assumption that the setR of real lines is finite:X
l2R
multl.sf /  .2n   5/ŠŠ:
We have been informed by V. Kharlamov that he is preparing a survey article together
with S. Finashin in which they will prove a similar result (see [8]).
Section 4 deals with the intrinsic sign of a regular (regarded as zero of sf ) real line l
on a real hypersurface Z.f / of degree 2n   5 in P .V /, with respect to the canonical relative
orientation of S2n 5.U_/. In order to do this we compute explicitly the intrinsic derivative of
the section sf at point in the zero locus, and give a general formula for its determinant. Writing
l D P .W / for a 2-plane W  V we see that if W is a zero of sf , then f induces a linear map
f W V=W ! RŒW 2n 6
given by
f.Œv/.w/ WD f .v;w; : : : ; w„ ƒ‚ …
2n 6
/:
This map has an interesting geometric interpretation: its zero set Z.f/  P .W /  P .V=W /
is the exceptional divisor of the blow up of P .W /  Z.f /. The point is that f determines the
intrinsic derivative
DW .sf / W Hom.W; V=W / D TW .G2.RmC1//! RŒW 2n 5
via the formula DW .sf /./.w/ D .2n   5/f..w//.w/. If W is a regular zero of sf , then
^n 2f is a non-trivial element of Hom.det.V=W /;^n 2.RŒW 2n 6// and the corresponding
point Œ^n 2f of the space P .^n 2.RŒW 2n 6// lies in the complement of a hyperquadric
Q  P .^n 2.RŒW 2n 6// whose equation can be written down explicitly. The complement
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of Q has two connected components P .^n 2.RŒW 2n 6/˙/, and the sign associated with
l D P .W / is determined by the component to which Œ^n 2f belongs. In the case n D 4
considered by Segre, we obtain an alternative geometric interpretation, which shows that the
intrinsic signs which we assign to regular real lines using our general formalism and the canon-
ical relative orientation of the bundle S2n 5.U_/ correspond to the two kinds (hyperbolic and
elliptic) defined by Segre.
Note that W is a regular zero of sf if and only if W ˝ C is a regular zero of the
corresponding section on the complex Grassmannian G2.V ˝ C/, and this happens iff the
Grothendieck decomposition of the normal bundle of P .W ˝C/ in the complex hypersurface
Z.f C/ is OP.W˝C/. 1/˚.n 3/.
Following a suggestion of the referee, we conclude this introduction with some remarks
on the contemporary context of our results: One of the main themes in real algebraic geometry,
which has emerged during the past decade, is the search for lower bounds in real enumerative
problems. Roughly speaking, this research is motivated from two sides: algebraic and sym-
plectic geometry, and special polynomial systems related to applications. The first example
of a non-trivial lower bound we are aware of was found by A. Degtyarev and V. Kharlamov
[2]. They showed – using an Euler characteristic computation – that the number of real rational
plane cubics through 8 general points in P2.R/ is at least 8. The breakthrough in this area is due
to J.-Y. Welschinger [21]. He used moduli spaces of real rational pseudo-holomorphic curves
in a real symplectic 4-manifold to define invariants (under real symplectic deformations). The
absolute values of his invariants provide lower bounds for the number of real rational pseudo-
holomorphic curves in a fixed homology class which pass through a given real configuration
of points. A new class of such invariants which use moduli spaces of holomorphic curves with
Lagrangian boundary condition has been introduced in [18].
Later I. Itenberg, V. Kharlamov, and E. Shustin [10] showed that in many cases
Welschinger’s lower bound is quite large, asymptotically comparable to the corresponding
Gromov–Witten invariant of M. Kontsevich and Yu. Manin [11].
At about the same time, partly motivated by the Shapiro conjecture and by applications
in control theory, A. Eremenko and A. Gabrielov computed the degrees of real Wronski maps
[6]. These are finite maps from Grassmann manifolds to projective spaces which can be in-
terpreted as special central projections of the Plücker embedding. Their degree gives lower
bounds in certain Schubert calculus problems on these Grassmannians. Inspired by this work,
E. Soprunova and F. Sottile developed a theoretical framework for the construction of sparse
polynomial systems with a lower bound on the number of real solutions. These solutions can
be interpreted as fibers of a map from a toric variety to a projective space, and their number can
be estimated from below using a generalization of Kronecker’s concept of characteristic [19].
Both the degrees of the Wronski maps in [6] as well as the characteristic of a map in [19]
can be understood as the absolute degrees of a relatively orientable map, the obvious analogue
of a section in a relatively orientable vector bundle. In many interesting situations one finds
canonically relatively oriented maps. In the special case of central projections one can prove a
wall crossing formula for the change of this degree when the center of the projection crosses
the critical locus, which is reminiscent of Welschinger’s wall crossing formula [14].
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1. The canonical Euler class and the degree
1.1. The canonical Euler class. Let B be a topological space, and  a real vector bun-
dle of rank r on B whose projection map is p W E ! B . We denote by O the orientation
coefficient systems of  regarded as sheaf over B , locally isomorphic with Z (see [20]). The
fibers of this sheaf are
O;x D Hr.Ex; Ex n ¹0xºIZ/:
The canonical Euler class of  is a cohomology class e 2 H r.BIO/, which is defined in
the following way: The Thom class t 2 H r.E;E n BIp.O// of  is characterized by the
condition that its restriction to any pair .Ex; Exn¹0Exº/ is the canonical generator of the cyclic
group
H r.Ex; Ex n ¹0ExºIO;x/ D Hom
 
Hr.Ex; Ex n ¹0xºIZ/;Hr.Ex; Ex n ¹0xºIZ/

:
Then one has the inclusions
.B;;/ 0 ! .E;;/ iE ! .E;E n B/;
and the canonical Euler class is defined [4] by
e WD .iE ı 0/.t/:
As the classical Euler class for oriented bundles, the canonical Euler class is multiplica-
tive with respect to direct sums. More precisely:
Remark 2. Let 1, 2 be two vector bundles of ranks r1, r2 on B . Then there exists a
canonical isomorphism O1˚2 D O1 ˝ O2 , and via this isomorphism one has
e1˚2 D e1[ e2 :
Example. Let  be an Euclidean bundle of rank 2 on B , i.e.,  is endowed with a
reduction of the structure group from GL.2;R/ to O.2/. Let  W P ! B be the corresponding
principal O.2/-bundle. Then one has natural isomorphisms
det./ D P det R; O./ D P det Z:
The canonical Euler class e introduced above coincides with the twisted first Chern class
Qc1./ 2 H 2.B; P detZ/ defined in [9]. Note that an O.2/-bundle can be regarded as a twisted
Hermitian line bundle with O./ D P det Z as twisting sheaf.
The canonical Euler class has the following important functoriality property: Let
f W B 0 ! B be a continuous map and  0 a rank r bundle on B 0 with projection p0 W E 0 ! B 0.
Let F W E 0 ! E be a bundle map over f (which is fiberwise an isomorphism). Then F defines
in an obvious way a sheaf isomorphism F W O0 ! f .O/, and
(1) F.e0/ D f .e/:
In particular, suppose that B D B 0,  D  0 and F is a gauge transformation of  . Then F is
a sheaf automorphism of O and F.e/ D e ; taking F D   idE , we get F D . 1/r idO .
Hence we obtain the following remark which generalizes a well-known property of the classical
Euler class [12].
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Remark 3. If r is odd then 2e D 0.
If B is paracompact we can use an inner product to identify  with its dual, and this
identification is unique up to homotopy. Using the functoriality property we obtain:
Remark 4. If  is a real vector bundle of rank r on a paracompact basisB then e D e_
via the obvious identification O D O_ .
Suppose now that B is a closed, connected manifold of dimension d , and let OB be its
orientation sheaf. Its fibers are given by OB;x D Hd .B;B n ¹xºIZ/. Applying the Poincaré
duality isomorphism to e one obtains a homology class
DB.e/ 2 Hd r.B;OB ˝ O/:
1.2. Relatively oriented bundles. The bundle  is called relatively orientable when
the tensor product OB ˝ O is isomorphic with the constant sheaf Z over B . The choice of an
isomorphism  W OB ˝ O ! Z then allows us to define a class DB.e/ 2 Hd r.BIZ/,
which has the following important geometric interpretation in the differentiable case:
Let s 2 .B; / be a regular section of  , and denote by Z.s/ the (smooth) zero locus
of s. Orient Z.s/  B using the identification
det.TZ.s// D det.TB jZ.s//˝ det.NZ.s//_;
the isomorphism NZ.s/ ' jZ.s/ defined by the intrinsic derivative Ds, and the trivialization
 . Let ŒZ.s/ be the corresponding fundamental class. Then
(2) .ŒZ.s/ / D DB.e/ 2 Hd r.BIZ/;
where  W Z.s/ ,! B denotes the inclusion map. In particular, for r D d we get a well-defined
invariant
deg.; / WD .DB.e//;
where  is the standard augmentation mapH0.BIZ/! Z. In this case the zero locusZ.s/ of a
regular section is an oriented 0-dimensional manifold, which can be written as
P
x2Z.s/ x;x,
where
x; D sign .det.Dx.s///;
and sign denotes the sign computed using the orientation of the line det.Tx.B//
_ ˝ det.Ex/
defined by x .
The geometric interpretation of formula (2) becomes
(3) deg.; / D
X
x2Z.s/
x; :
This formula has an important generalization for sections with finitely many zeros. In
order to state this result we introduce the local degree degx.s; x/ of a section at an isolated
zero with respect to a relative orientation x at x. Let  W EjU ! U  Rd be a trivialization
of  on a small neighborhood of x. This trivialization and the natural orientation of Rd defines
an orientation of Ex , and x induces an isomorphism OEx ! OB;x hence a local orientation
of U around x. The section s corresponds to a map Os W U ! Rd with an isolated zero at x.
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Since U and Rd are oriented, we have a well defined local degree of Os at x (see [5]). It is easy
to see that this degree does not depend on the trivialization  . We denote this local degree by
degx.s; x/. As in the classical case one can prove:
Lemma 5. Let  be a relatively orientable bundle of rank d over a closed d -manifold
B , and let s 2 .B; / be a section with isolated zeros. Let  be a trivialization of OB ˝ O .
Then
deg.; / D
X
x2Z.s/
degx.s; x/:
The absolute value jdeg.; /j is well defined (independent of the choice of  ) and will
be denoted by jdegj./. Therefore we have for every relatively orientable bundle  an invariant
jdegj./ 2 N, which we call the absolute degree of  .
Example. The tangent bundle TB is obviously canonically relatively oriented, because
the tensor product O˝2B comes with a canonical trivialization can. Therefore, for any closed,
connected manifold B , one obtains a well defined integer invariant
deg.TB/ WD .canDB.eTB //:
This invariant can easily be identified with the Euler characteristic of B . This is well known
for orientable manifolds; in the non-orientable case it can be seen using the orientation double
cover of B , and using the functoriality of the canonical Euler case to reduce the problem to the
oriented case.
1.3. Sections in sphere bundles. We denote byECB the space over B obtained by com-
pactifying the fibers Ex of  with points1x . Let C be the corresponding sphere bundle with
projection pC WECB ! B . One has a natural Thom class tC./2H r.ECB ; ECB nBI .pC/.O//
whose restriction to any pair .Ex; Ex n ¹0Exº/ is the canonical generator of the cyclic group
H r.Ex; Ex n ¹0ExºIO;x/. Let  2 0..B; C// be a homotopy class of sections in C. We
define
e; WD s.tC / for s 2 ;
where on the right s is regarded as a map .B;;/ ! .ECB ;;/ ! .ECB ; ECB n B/. Note that in
general the class e; depends on  in an essential way; it is not an intrinsic invariant of the
bundle  (see the example below). Suppose now that B is a differentiable d -manifold and  is
a differentiable vector bundle. When  is relatively orientable, and s 2 .B; C/ is a regular
section, we obtain again a similar geometric interpretation of the Euler class e; :
.ŒZ.s/ / D DB.e;Œs/ 2 Hd r.BIZ/:
In the case r D d we put
deg.; ; / WD .DB.e; //:
The degree of a section in relatively oriented sphere bundles plays an important role in real
gauge theory [15].
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Example. Let  D B  Rr be the trivial bundle over B with fiber Rr and let
s 2 .B; C/ D C1.B;Sr/. In this case one obtains
e; D s.ŒSr 0/;
where on the right ŒSr 0 denotes the fundamental class of Sr in cohomology. When B is ori-
ented and r D d we have a canonical isomorphism can W OB ˝ O ! Z and then
deg.; can; Œs/ D deg.s/;
where deg.s/ is defined by the equality s.ŒSr 0/ D deg.s/ŒB0. Hence deg.; can; Œs/ coin-
cides with the degree of the map s W B ! Sr .
In particular, as mentioned above, the Euler class e; depends on the homotopy class  .
2. Lower bounds for the number of zeros of a section
Many enumerative problems in real algebraic geometry reduce to counting the number
of zeros of a section s 2 .B; / in a real algebraic bundle  with rank./ D dim.B/. The
necessary formalism can be developed more generally in the differentiable category, so from
now we suppose that B is a differentiable manifold and  is a differentiable vector bundle on
B . Let s 2 .B; / be a section which is regular, so that the zero locus Z.s/ of s is a smooth
0-dimensional submanifold of B . If  is relatively orientable we can choose a trivialization 
of OB ˝ O . Then we have
deg.; / D
X
x2Z.s/
x; ;
with x; 2 ¹˙1º. Taking absolute values we obtain the following simple, but important
proposition.
Proposition 6. Let B be a closed, connected differentiable d -manifold,  a relatively
orientable bundle of rank r D d on B , and let s 2 .B; / be a regular section. Then
(4) #Z.s/  jdegj./:
We now come to the more general situation where Z.s/ is finite, but s is not necessary
transversal to the 0-section. In order to generalize the estimate (4) we need a good notion of
multiplicity of an isolated zero of s.
Denote by C1x .B;R/ the R-algebra of germs at x of differentiable functions defined
around x, and by x.B; / the space of germs at x of smooth sections of  defined around x.
A section s defines an ideal .sx/  C1x .B;R/ given by
.sx/ WD ¹h; sxi j  2 x.B; _/º:
When  is trivial s can be regarded as an Rd -valued smooth function vanishing at x, and
then .sx/ is just the ideal generated by the germs at x of the n components of s. Following [5]
we define the R-algebra
Q.sx/ WD C
1
x .B;R/
ı
.sx/
:
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The dimension
multx.s/ WD dimR.Q.sx// 2 N [ ¹1º
of this quotient is called the multiplicity of s at x (see [5, p. 22]). The multiplicity is an impor-
tant invariant of the germ which has been studied extensively in the literature. The germ sx is
called finite if multx.s/ is finite. In this case x is an isolated zero of s, and the Taylor expansion
with respect to a chart h W .U; x/! .V; 0/ around x induces an isomorphism
Q.sx/' RŒŒX1; : : : ; Xd 
ı
hs1;0; : : : ; sd;0i:
Here si;0 are the Taylor series of the components of sx with respect to h and a trivialization of
 around x. If B ,  and s are real analytic, then the algebra Q.sx/ can also be obtained using
the R-algebra of convergent power series (see [5, p. 31]), i.e.,
Q.sx/ ' R¹X1; : : : ; Xd º
ı
hs1;0; : : : ; sd;0i:
Using this remark, we obtain the following important complex geometric interpretation of the
multiplicity of a real analytic germ:
Remark 7. Suppose B ,  and s are real analytic and sx is finite. Let si be the compo-
nents of sx with respect to an analytic chart h W .U; x/ ! .V; 0/ and an analytic trivialization
of  around x, and let Qsi be holomorphic extensions of these components. Then the complex
space Z.Qs1; : : : ; Qsd / is 0-dimensional at 0, and
multx.s/ D dimC.OZ.Qs1;:::;Qsd /;0/ D length.Z.Qs1; : : : ; Qsd /; 0/:
The main result of [5] shows:
Proposition 8. Let B be a differentiable d -manifold,  a vector bundle of rank d , and
let s be a section of  . Suppose x is an isolated zero of s and sx is finite. Then
multx.s/  jdegx.sx; x/j:
Combining this proposition with Lemma 5 we get the estimate
jdegj./ D jdeg.; /j 
X
x2Z.s/
jdegx.s; x/j 
X
x2Z.s/
multx.s/:
This proves:
Proposition 9. Let B be a closed, connected differentiable d -manifold,  a relatively
orientable vector bundle of rank d on B , and s 2 .B; / a smooth section with isolated zeros.
Then
(5)
X
x2Z.s/
multx.s/  jdegj./:
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2.1. Comparison results: Real degree versus complex degree. Let .X; / be a topo-
logical space endowed with an involution  . We recall that a Real vector bundle on X is a
complex vector bundle E endowed with an anti-linear bundle automorphism Q W E ! E
which lifts  and is also an involution. The involution Q is called Real structure on E. If .E; Q/
is a Real vector bundle on .X; / then the fixed point locus E.R/ WD E Q of Q is a real bundle
(in the standard sense) on the fixed point locus X.R/ WD X of  .
If X is a complex manifold, then a real structure on X is an anti-holomorphic involution
 W X ! X , a Real holomorphic bundle on X is a holomorphic bundle endowed with an
anti-holomorphic Real structure, and a Real section of a Real holomorphic bundle .E; Q/ is a
Q -invariant holomorphic section s of E. Such a section induces a real analytic section s.R/ of
the bundle E.R/! X.R/.
With these definitions we can state the following comparison result relating the degree of
E.R/ to the degree of E, and the multiplicities of the zeros of a Real holomorphic section of a
Real holomorphic vector bundle.
Proposition 10. Let X be compact complex manifold endowed with real structure, and
let E ! X be a Real holomorphic vector bundle over X with rank.E/ D dim.X/ D n.
Suppose that the real vector bundle E.R/! X.R/ is relatively orientable, and let s be a Real
holomorphic section of E with finite zero locus Z.s/. Then
jdegj.E.R// 
X
z2Z.s/\X.R/
multz.s/  hcn.E/; ŒXi;(6)
jdegj.E.R//  hcn.E/; ŒXi (mod 2);(7)
jdegj.E.R// 
X
z2Z.s/\X.R/
multz.s/ (mod 2):(8)
Proof. (6) Applying Proposition 9 to the section s.R/ 2 .X.R//; E.R//, and using
Remark 7 we obtain
hcn.E/; ŒXi D
X
z2Z.s/
multz.s/
D
X
z2Z.s/\X.R/
multz.s/C
X
z2Z.s/nX.R/
multz.s/  jdegj.E.R//:
(7) We have
hcn.E/; ŒXi (mod 2) D hw2n.E/; ŒX2i
D hwn.E.R//; ŒX.R/2i D deg.E.R// (mod 2);
where the second equality follows from [13, Theorem 6.4].
(8) This follows from (7) and from the formula used in the proof of (6) taking into account
that
P
z2Z.s/nX.R/ multz.s/ 2 2N.
3. Counting real lines in real hypersurfaces
Let V be an n-dimensional real vector space V , f 2 Sk.V _/ a symmetric k-linear
form on V . The associated polynomial function defines a section f 2 H 0.P .V /;OP.V /.k//,
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and the zero locus Z.f /  P .V / of this section is a real hypersurface of degree k. We are
interested in the number of projective lines contained in this hypersurface Z.f /. Our method
is very natural and starts from the following obvious remark.
Remark 11. A projective line P .W / defined by 2-dimensional subspace W  V is
contained in Z.f / if and only if the restriction of f to W vanishes.
Let U be the tautological bundle on the GrassmannianG2.V / of 2-planes in V . The form
f induces a section sf in the k-th symmetric power Sk.U_/ of U_ with sf .W / WD f jW k .
Hence the projective lines in Z.f / correspond bijectively to the zeros of the section
sf 2 .G2.V /; Sk.U_//. The number of these zeros can be estimated from below using
the methods developed in the previous sections provided the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) rank.Sk.U_// D dim.G2.V //,
(2) Sk.U_/ is relatively orientable.
We have rank.Sk.U_// D k C 1 and dim.G2.V // D 2.n   2/, so the first condition is
equivalent to k D 2n   5. We will see that, if this holds, then the second condition is always
satisfied. More precisely we will see that, when k D 2n   5, then Sk.U_/ has a canonical
relative orientation. This has an important consequence: one can assign to any projective line
l  Z.f /, which is a regular zero of sf , a sign in a completely canonical way.
3.1. Canonical relative orientations. Elliptic and hyperbolic lines. We use the nota-
tions and constructions introduced above. The problem concerning the relative orientation of
the bundle S2n 5.U_/ is solved by the following proposition.
Proposition 12. Let B D G2.V /,  D S2n 5.U_/ and let V be the trivial bundle with
fiber V on B . Then one has a natural identification
OB ˝ O D

O
n2 4nC5
U_ ˝ OV
˝2
;
so that the sheaf OB ˝ O on B has a canonical trivialization.
Proof. By Lemma 13 below one has a canonical isomorphisms
det.TB/ D det
 
Hom
 
U; V
ı
U
 D det U_ ˝ VıU 
D det.U_/n 2 ˝  det.V /˝ det.U /_2 D det.U_/n ˝ det.V /˝2:
In this formula we use the isomorphism det.V / D det.U /˝ det.V =U / given by the decom-
position V D U ˚ U? with respect to an inner product on V (see Remark 2). On the other
hand, using Lemma 15 below, we get
det.Sk.U_// D det.U_/˝k.kC1/2 D det.U_/˝.2n 5/.n 2/;
which proves det.TB/˝ det./ D Œdet.U_/n2 4nC5 ˝ det.V /˝2.
Lemma 13. For two vector spaces W 0, W 00 of dimensions d 0, d 00 one has a canonical
identification det.W 0 ˝W 00/ D det.W 0/˝d 00 ˝ .detW 00/˝d 0 .
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Proof. We use the isomorphism given by
.w01 ˝ w001/ ^    ^ .w0d 0 ˝ w001/ ^    ^ .w01 ˝ w00d 00/ ^    ^ .w0d 0 ˝ w00d 00/
7! .w01 ^    ^ w0d 0/d
00 ˝ .w001 ^    ^ w00d 00/d
00
:
Remark 14. According to the convention used in the proof of the preceding lemma, the
space of matrices Mm;n.R/ D Hom.Rn;Rm/ D .Rn/_˝Rm is oriented using the identifica-
tion Mm;n.R/! .Rn/m which assigns to a matrix the m-tuple of its rows.
Lemma 15. For a 2-dimensional vector space W one has a canonical identification
det.Sk.W // D det.W /˝k.kC1/=2.
Proof. The assignment
.wk1 / ^ .wk 11 w2/ ^    ^ .w1wk 12 / ^ .wk2 / 7! .w1 ^ w2/˝
k.kC1/
2
for w1, w2 2 W extends to a well defined linear isomorphism.
Remark 16. Although canonical, the isomorphisms used in Lemma 13, Lemma 14,
and Lemma 15 depend on conventions, which must a priori be fixed and used consistently. For
instance, the orientation of Mm;2.R/ induced by the isomorphism Mm;2.R/! .Rm/2 differs
from the orientation used in the proof of Lemma 14 by the factor . 1/m.m 1/=2. Similarly, the
orientation of Sk.W / induced by the isomorphism
.wk2 / ^ .w1wk 12 / ^    ^ .wk 11 w2/ ^ .wk1 / 7! .w1 ^ w2/˝
k.kC1/
2
differs from the orientation used in the proof Lemma 15 by the factor . 1/k.kC1/=2.
Corollary 17. The bundle  D S2n 5.U_/ on the Grassmannian B D G2.V / is
canonically relatively oriented, i.e., the sheaf OB ˝ O comes with a canonical trivialization
can, which can be defined choosing arbitrary orientations of the vector space V and of the
2-planes W  V .
Definition 18. A projective line l D P .W /  Z.f / which is a regular zero of the
section sf 2 .G2.V /; Sk.U_// will be called hyperbolic (elliptic) if l;can D 1 (respectively
 1).
3.2. The Euler class of the tautological bundle on the Grassmannian. Let QG2.V /
be the Grassmannian of oriented planes of V , and QU its tautological rank 2 bundle; note that QU
is tautologically oriented. The proof of Proposition 12 yields a canonical isomorphism
det.T QG2.V // D det. QU_/n ˝ det.V /˝2;
which shows that QG2.V / is canonically oriented.
Proposition 19. e QU˚.n 2/ D 2Œ QG2.V /0.
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Proof. We endow V with an inner product. For an oriented plane W 2 QG2.V / we
denote by NW the same plane endowed with the opposite orientation.
Now fix an orientation of V and endow the orthogonal complement W ? with the orien-
tation which makes the isomorphism W ˚W ? ! V orientation preserving.
Let .w1; w2/, .w01; : : : ; w0n 2/ be bases of W , W ? compatible with the orientations. We
obtain n   2 sections i in QU given by
i .W / D pW .w0i /:
The corresponding section  D .1; : : : ; n 2/ of the direct sum QU˚.n 2/ has exactly two
zeros: W and NW . We have to compute the signs of the determinant of the intrinsic derivatives
DW , D NW  at these points.
The direct sum decomposition V D W ˚W ? defines a chart
hW W GW ! Hom.W;W ?/
of QG2.V / around W and a trivialization W W U jGW ! GW W of QU over GW . The inverse
h 1W is given by h 1W ./ D graph./, and the restriction of W to a fiber UW1 D W1 of U
is W jUW1 WD pW jW1 . Therefore, via the chart hW and the trivialization W , the section 
corresponds to the map O W Hom.W;W ?/! W ˚.n 2/ given by
O./ D  pW pgraph./.w01/; : : : ; pW pgraph./.w0n 2/:
On the other hand, one has the formula (see [3, p. 8])
pW pgraph./.v/ D .1C / 1.pW .v/C .pW 0.v///;
which shows that
DW ./ D ..w01/; : : : ; .w0n 2//:
Using the bases .w1; w2/ and .w01; : : : ; w0n 2/ to identify Hom.W;W ?/ with the space of
matrices Mn 2;2.R/ we see that DW  is just the isomorphism Mn 2;2.R/ ! ŒR2˚.n 2/
which maps a matrix to the .n   2/-tuple of its rows.
3.3. The Euler class computation. The purpose of this section is the computation of
the Euler class
eSk.U / 2 H 2.n 2/.G2.V /;OSk.U //:
Note that we have natural isomorphisms
H 2.n 2/.G2.V /;OSk.U // ' H 2.n 2/.G2.V /;OG2.V // ' Z;
where the first isomorphism is given by the canonical trivialization can introduced in the pre-
vious section, and the second is induced by Poincaré duality. The main result is:
Theorem 20. Let V be an n-dimensional real vector space, and let U , QU be the tauto-
logical bundles on the Grassmannians G2.V /, QG2.V /. Put k WD 2n   5. Then
e
Sk. QU/ D 2
n 3Y
jD0
.2j C 1/ D 2.1  3  : : :  k/ D 2kŠŠ;(9)
eSk.U / D
n 3Y
jD0
.2j C 1/ D 1  3  : : :  k D kŠŠ:(10)
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In order to prove this result we need a preparation. Let W be real plane endowed with a
complex structure J 2 End.W /, and let t WD n   3, i.e., k D 2t C 1. The symmetric power
S WD Sk.W / comes with a natural complex structure J defined on symmetric monomials by
J.w1 : : : wk/ WD J.w1/ : : : J.wk/. We want a simple description of the complex vector space
.S ;J/ in terms of the complex line L WD .W; J /.
The complexificationW C decomposes asW C D W 10˚W 01, where the two summands
are the i , respectively  i eigenspaces of the C-linear extension JC of J .
Accordingly, we get a decomposition
Sk.W /˝C D Sk.W C/ D
kM
jD0
.W 10/˝.k j / ˝ .W 01/˝j :
Note that JC acts on the summand .W 10/˝.k j / ˝ .W 01/˝j by multiplication with
ik j . i/j D . 1/j ik D . 1/jCt i .
This shows that
S10 D
8<:
Lt
lD0.W 10/˝.k 2l/ ˝ .W 01/˝2l when t is even,Lt
lD0.W 10/˝.k .2lC1// ˝ .W 01/˝.2lC1/ when t is odd.
Since the projections .S ;J/! S10, .S ; J/! S01, L D .W; J /! W 10, NL! W 0;1
are isomorphisms of C-vector spaces, and taking into account that dimC.S ;J/ D kC12 is even
when t is odd, we obtain:
Lemma 21. With the notations and definitions above there is a canonical R-linear iso-
morphism
.S ;J/
' !
tM
lD0
L˝.k 2l/ ˝ NL˝2l
which is C-linear when t is even and C-anti-linear when t is odd. In both cases this canonical
isomorphism is orientation preserving with respect to the complex orientation of S .
Using a J -Hermitian metric h on W we obtain an identification NL D L_, hence the
following result.
Lemma 22. Let L D .W; J; h/ be a Hermitian line. There exists a canonical R-linear
isomorphism
.S ;J/
' !
tM
lD0
L˝.k 4l/
which is C-linear when t is even and C-anti-linear when t is odd. In both cases this canonical
isomorphism is orientation preserving with respect to the complex orientation of S .
Remark 23. The complex orientation of the symmetric power S D Sk.W / defined
by J differs from the canonical orientation used in the proof of Lemma 15 by the factor
. 1/t.tC1/=2.
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Proof. Let .w1; w2/ be a basis of W with w2 D Jw1. The canonical orientation of
Sk.W / used in the proof of Lemma 15 is defined by the basis 
wk1 ; w
k 1
1 w2; : : : ; w1w
k 1
2 ; w
k
2

;
whereas the complex orientation is defined by the basis 
wk1 ;Jw
k
1 ; w
k 1
1 w2;J.w
k 1
1 w2/; : : : ; w
k t
1 w
t
2;J.w
k t
1 w
t
2/

:
It suffices to note that J.wk i1 wi2/ D . 1/iwi1wk i2 and that the permutation 
0 1 2 3 4 5 : : : k   1 k
0 k 1 k   1 2 k   2 : : : t t C 1
!
is always even, so the two orientations differ by . 1/
Pt
iD0 i .
Taking this factor into account we obtain:
Remark 24. Let L D .W; J; h/ be a Hermitian line. If we endow Sk.W / with the
canonical orientation used in Lemma 15, the isomorphism given by Lemma 22 changes the
orientation by the factor . 1/t.tC1/=2.
Proof of Theorem 20. We choose an inner product on V , and obtain an induced inner
product on every oriented plane W 2 QG2.V /. In this way the tautological bundle QU becomes
an SO.2/ bundle, so it defines a Hermitian line bundle, which we denote by Qƒ.
Using fiberwise the canonical isomorphism given by Lemma 22, and taking into account
Remark 24, we obtain a bundle isomorphism
Sk. QU/ ' !
tM
lD0
Qƒ˝.k 4l/
which multiplies the orientation by the factor . 1/t.tC1/=2. Since c1. Qƒ/ D e. QU/, we can
apply Proposition 19 and get
(11) e
Sk. QU/ D . 1/
t.tC1/
2 2
sY
lD0
.k   4l/:
Note that the set ¹jk   4l j j 0  l  tº coincides with the set ¹1; 3; : : : ; kº of odd
numbers between 1 and k. On the other hand, the number of negative factors in the product on
the right-hand side of (11) is 8<:
t
2
when t is even,
tC1
2
when t is odd.
But this number has the same parity as t.tC1/
2
. This proves the first formula. The sec-
ond formula is proved using the double cover c W QG2.V / ! G2.V /, the functoriality of
the Euler class (formula (1)), and the obvious equality c.ŒG2.V /0/ D 2Œ QG2.V /0 where
ŒG2.V /
0, Œ QG2.V /0 are the canonical generators of the cyclic groupsH 2.n 2/.G2.V /;OSk.U //
and H 2.n 2/. QG2.V /;Z/.
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By Remark 4 one has eSk.U_/ D eSk.U /. Taking into account Proposition 9 we obtain
the following lower bound for the number of lines on real hypersurfaces.
Corollary 25. Let V be an n-dimensional real vector space, k WD 2n 5, f 2 Sk.V _/,
and letZ.f / be the corresponding real hypersurface in P .V /. Suppose that the setR of lines
in Z.f / is finite. Then, denoting by multl.sf / the multiplicity of a real line l 2 R regarded
as zero of the section sf , we have the estimateX
l2R
multl.sf /  kŠŠ:
4. Computation of the intrinsic derivative
Let V be a real n-dimensional vector space, and for m  n let Gm.V / be the Grass-
mannian of m-dimensional linear subspaces of V . An element f 2 Sk.V _/ defines a section
sf 2 .Gm.V /; Sk.U_//, where U denotes the tautological bundle on Gm.V /. The value
sf .W / at a point W 2 Gm.V / is just the restriction f jW k .
Equivalently, we can identify the space Sk.V _/ (the bundle Sk.U_/) with the space
RŒV k (the bundle RŒU k) of homogeneous polynomials of degree k on the space V (the
bundle U ). Let q 2 RŒV k be the homogeneous polynomial corresponding to f . We will
compute the intrinsic derivative
DW .sf / W TW .Gm.V // D Hom.W; V=W /! RŒW k
of this section at a point W in the zero locus Z.sf /  Gm.V /.
Let W 0 be a complement of W in V . The direct sum decomposition V D W ˚ W 0
defines a chart hW;W 0 W GW;W 0 ! Hom.W;W 0/ of Gm.V / around W , whose inverse is the
map h 1W;W 0 W Hom.W;W 0/ ! GW;W 0 sending a linear map  W W ! W 0 to its graph
  W  W 0 ' W ˚ W 0 D V . The direct sum decomposition V D W ˚ W 0 induces a
trivialization
W;W 0 W U jGW;W 0 ! GW;W 0 W
of the bundle U on the open set GW;W 0  Gm.V /, which is defined by
W;W 0.T; t/ WD prW .t/:
Here T 2 GW;W 0 , t 2 T D UT and prW W V ! W stands for the projection on W with
respect to the direct sum decomposition V D W ˚W 0. Note that the restriction of this local
trivialization to the fiber UW D W is the identity.
If T D h 1W;W 0./, i.e., T is the graph of , then this trivialization identifies the fiber
UT D T with UW D W via the isomorphism
T 3 t 7! prW .t/ 2 W:
Note that the inverse of this isomorphism is W 3 w 7! w C .w/ 2 T . Using the chart
hW;W 0 and the local trivialization W;W 0 we see that the section sf is defined around the point
W 2 Gm.V / by the map Osf;W;W 0 W Hom.W;W 0/! RŒW k given by
Osf;W;W 0./.w/ WD q.w C .w//:
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The intrinsic derivative DW .sf / of sf at W 2 Z.sf / can be identified with the derivative at
0 2 Hom.W;W 0/ of Osf;W;W 0 , i.e., with the linear map
f;W;W 0 W Hom.W;W 0/! RŒW k
defined by
(12) f;W;W 0./.w/ D dw.q/..w//;
where dw.q/ 2 Hom.V;R/ is the differential of q at w. Now define a linear map
f W V=W ! RŒW k 1
by
f.Œv/.w/ WD f .v;w; : : : ; w„ ƒ‚ …
k 1
/:
Then one has dw.q/.v/ D kf.Œv/.w/. With these notations we have proved the following
lemma.
Lemma 26. The intrinsic derivativeDW .sf / of the section sf atW 2 Z.sf / is the map
DW .sf / W Hom.W; V=W /! RŒW k given by
(13) DW .sf /./.w/ D kf..w//.w/:
The determinant of DW .sf /. Let W 2 G2.V / be a zero of sf , and let W 0 be a
complement of W in V . Fix bases .w1; w2/, .w01; : : : ; w0n 2/ in W and W 0 respectively, and
put k WD 2n   5. Using these bases we identify Hom.W;W 0/ with Mn 2;2.R/, and consider
the basis .Eij /1in 2
1j2
. Then a matrix M 2Mn 2;2.R/ decomposes as
M D
X
1in 2
1j2
mijEij :
Using the convention explained in Remark 14, the orientation induced by the two bases
.w1; w2/, .w01; : : : ; w0n 2/ on Hom.W;W 0/ is defined by the ordered basis
.E11; E12; E21; E22; : : : ; En 2;1; En 2;2/:
The linear map f can be regarded as a system .Q1; : : : ;Qn 2/ of n   2 homogeneous
polynomials of degree k   1 on W . Let xi be the coordinates induced by the basis .w1; w2/.
WritingQi .x1; x2/ DPk 1lD0 al;ixk 1 l1 xl2 we see that the matrix F 2Mk;n 2.R/ associated
with f with respect to our choices of bases is
F D
0BBBBBBB@
a0;1 a0;2 : : : a0;n 2
a1;1 a1;2 : : : a1;n 2
a2;1 a2;2 : : : a2;n 2
:::
::: : : :
:::
ak 1;1 ak 1;2 : : : ak 1;n 2
1CCCCCCCA
:
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We are interested in the determinant of the linear map
 WMn 2;2.R/! RŒx1; x2k;
induced by 1
k
f;W;W 0 via the identifications explained above. One has
.M/ D  Q1.x1; x2/; : : : ;Qn 2.x1; x2/M  x1
x2
!
:
In particular .Eij / D Qixj , so that
.Ei1/ D
k 1X
lD0
al;ix
k l
1 x
l
2; .Ei2/ D
k 1X
lD0
al;ix
k l 1
1 x
lC1
2 :
Now write .Ei1/ D P bl;ixk l1 xl2 and .Ei2/ D P cl;ixk l1 xl2. Then we get the
following formulae which give the columns of the matrix † representing  with respect to the
bases .E11; E12; E21; E22; : : : ; En 2;1; En 2;2/, .xk1 ; xk 11 x2; : : : ; xk2 /:
bl;i D al;i for 0  l  k   1; bk;i D 0;
cl;i D al 1;i for 1  l  k; c0;i D 0:
Therefore we find:
(14) † D
0BBBBBBBBB@
a0;1 0 : : : a0;n 2 0
a1;1 a0;1 : : : a1;n 2 a0;n 2
a2;1 a1;1 : : : a2;n 2 a1;n 2
:::
::: : : :
:::
:::
ak 1;1 ak 2;1 : : : ak 1;n 2 ak 2;n 2
0 ak 1;1 : : : 0 ak 1;n 2
1CCCCCCCCCA
:
Example (n D 4, k D 3). In this case the matrix of  is
(15) † D
0BBBB@
a0;1 0 a0;2 0
a1;1 a0;1 a1;2 a0;2
a2;1 a1;1 a2;2 a1;2
0 a2;1 0 a2;2
1CCCCA :
Developing the determinant of † with respect to the columns (1, 3) we get
det./ D  
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇa0;1 a0;2a1;1 a1;2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇa1;1 a1;2a2;1 a2;2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇC
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇa0;1 a0;2a2;1 a2;2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
:
Note that f can also be regarded as a homogeneous polynomial of degree k   1 in the vari-
ables x1, x2 with coefficients in Hom.V=W;R/. Let .u1; u2/ be the coordinates in V=W
corresponding to the basis . Nw01; Nw02/. Then
f.x1; x2/ D .a0;1u1 C a0;2u2/x21 C .a1;1u1 C a1;2u2/x1x2 C .a2;1u1 C a2;2u2/x22 :
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A simple computation shows that
det./ D 1
16
u.x.f//;
wherex denotes the discriminant of f regarded as quadratic form in the variables x1, x2. This
determinant is a quadratic form in the variables u1, u2, and u stands for the discriminant of
this quadratic form.
Remark 27. The matrix (15) is precisely the Sylvester matrix of the two polynomials
Q1, Q2, so in the case n D 4 the determinant det./ coincides with the resultant of these
polynomials.
In the general case, the determinant det.†/ can be developed with respect to the system of
columns .1; 3; : : : ; k/. For a system I D .i1; i2; : : : ; in 2/with 1  i1 < i2 <    < in 2  k,
let mI be the minor of F formed with the corresponding rows. Let NI D .j1; j2; : : : ; jn 3/ be
the complement of .i1; i2; : : : ; in 2/ in ¹1; 2; : : : ; kº, ordered in the obvious way. If j1  2
(or, equivalently, if i1 D 1) we define QI  ¹1; 2; : : : ; kº of length n   2 by
QI WD .j1   1; j2   1; : : : ; jn 3   1; k/:
Note that mI coincides with the minor of † which is associated with the system of rows
.i1; i2; : : : ; in 2/ and the fixed columns .1; 3; : : : ; k/, and that the complementary minor in
† vanishes when j1 D 1 and coincides with m QI when j1  2. Therefore
det.†/ D
X
I¹1;:::;kº
jI jDn 2; i1D1
. 1/
Pn 3
jD0.2jC1/C
Pn 2
lD1 ilmIm QI(16)
D
X
I¹1;:::;kº
jI jDn 2; i1D1
. 1/nC
Pn 2
lD1 il mIm QI :
We can interpret this formula geometrically in the following way:
Definition 28. Let W be a real 2-dimensional vector space, and r 2 N. An r-plane
I 2 Gr.S2r 2.W _// is called regular if the composition
ıI W I ˝W _
i˝idW_     ! S2r 2.W _/˝W _ mW  ! S2r 1.W _/
is an isomorphism, where i W W ! S2r 2.W _/ denotes the inclusion of I in S2r 2.W _/,
and mW is the epimorphism defined by multiplication of homogeneous polynomials of degree
.2r   2/ with linear forms.
If .f1; : : : ; fr/ is a basis of I and .x1; x2/ a system of linear coordinates on W , we can
write
fi .x1; x2/ D
2r 2X
lD0
ali x
2r 2 l
1 x
l
2 2 S2r 2.W _/;
and the matrix of ıI with respect to the basis .fi˝xj /1ir; 1j2 of I˝W _ and the standard
basis of S2r 2.W _/ is precisely the matrix † written above. Denote by T the tautological
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r-bundle onGr.S2r 2.W _/). The family of morphisms .ıI /I2Gr .S2r 2.W _// defines a bundle
morphism
ı W T ˝W _ ! S2r 1.W _/;
where W denotes the trivial 2-bundle with fiber W . The determinant det.ı/ of this bundle
morphism can be regarded as a section
det.ı/ 2  Gr.S2r 2.W _//; det.T _/˝2 ˝ det.W _/˝ r ˝ det.S2r 1.W _//
D  Gr.S2r 2.W _//; det.T _/˝2 ˝ det.W _/˝2r:
Note that the real line bundle det.T _/˝2 ˝ det.W _/˝2r is canonically oriented (using
arbitrary fiberwise orientations of T and W ), so that one can assign a sign I to every regular
r-plane I in an intrinsic way. This sign coincides with the sign of the determinant of the
matrix† associated with I and the basis .f1; : : : ; fr/, and has a clear geometric interpretation.
Consider the Plücker embedding
 W Gr.S2r 2.W _//! P .E/;
where E WD ^r.S2r 2.W _//. The section det.ı/ is the pull-back of a section  in the line
bundle
OP.E/.2/˝ det.W _/˝2r
on the projective space P .E/, which defines a quadric Q  P .E/. Putting k WD 2r   2, using
the basis  
.x
k 1 i1
1 x
i1
2 / ^    ^ .xk 1 ir1 xir2 /

I¹1;:::;kº; jI jDr ;
and the corresponding system of linear coordinates .I /I¹1;:::;kº; jI jDr of E, the computation
of det.†/ above shows that Q is defined by the equationX
I¹1;:::;kº
jI jDn 2; i1D1
. 1/nC
Pn 2
lD1 il I QI D 0:
The complement of Q in P .E/ has two connected components:
P .E/˙ WD
²
Œ 2 P .E/
ˇˇˇ
˙
X
I¹1;:::;2r 2º
jI jDr; i1D1
. 1/nC
Pn 2
lD1 il I ./ QI ./ > 0
³
:
For a regular r-plane I we see that the sign I is determined by the position of .I / with
respect to this quadric.
We come back to the determinant of the intrinsic derivativeDW .sf /. Take now r D n 2,
and note that, with the notations introduced above, one has
mI D I
 
.^n 2f/.w01 ^    ^ w0n 2/

:
Formula (16) shows now the following result.
Proposition 29. The intrinsic derivative DW .sf / is an isomorphism if and only if the
linear map f W V=W ! RŒW 2n 6 D S2n 6.W _/ is injective and its image I WD im.f/ is a
regular .n  2/-plane. If this is the case, the sign of det.DW .sf // with respect to the canonical
orientations introduced above is determined by the component of P .^n 2.S2n 6.W _/// nQ
to which .I / belongs.
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It is interesting now to compare this result (which can be regarded as a regularity crite-
rion for the section sf at a point W 2 G2.V /) with the following regularity criterion for the
corresponding holomorphic section on the complex Grassmannian.
So let V be a complex vector space of dimension n, and f 2 Sk.V_/ with k WD 2n  5.
Fix a 2-plane W  V such that f jWk D 0 and consider, as in the real case, the intrinsic
derivative
DW.sf / WW_ ˝V
ı
W ! CŒWk
of the section sf 2 H 0.Sk.U_// associated with f , where U is the tautological 2-plane
bundle on the complex Grassmannian G2.V/. As in the real case, f defines a linear map
f W V=W ! CŒWk 1. Note that we have canonical identifications
H 0.OP.W/.1// DW_; H 0
 
OP.W/.1/˝V
ı
W
 DW_ ˝VıW ;
and a natural evaluation morphism defined by evaluating the elements of CŒWk 1 regarded
as global sections of OP.W/.k   1/:
ev W OP.W/ ˝CŒWk 1 ! OP.W/.k   1/:
Composing this morphism with f and then taking the tensor product with idOP.W/.1/ we obtain
sheaf morphisms
ev ıf W OP.W/ ˝V
ı
W ! OP.W/.k   1/;
id˝.ev ıf/ W OP.W/.1/˝V
ı
W ! OP.W/.1/˝OP.W/.k   1/ D OP.W/.k/:
Note that for  2W_,  2 V=W we get
H 0.id˝.ev ıf//.˝ / D f./;
so, comparing with formula (13), we get
(17) DW.sf / D kH 0.id˝.ev ıf//:
On the other hand, using the natural identifications
NP.W/=P.V/ D OP.W/.1/˝V
ı
W ; OP.W/.k/ D NZ.f /=P.V/jP.W/;
we see that the morphism k id˝.ev ıf/ is just the epimorphism
NP.W/=P.V/ ! NZ.f /=P.V/jP.W/
induced by the intrinsic derivative of the section qf 2 H 0.OP.V/.k// at the points of P .W/.
This follows again from formula (13) taking m D 1 and regarding P .V/ as the Grassmannian
of lines in V. Therefore we have the exact sequence
(18) 0! NP.W/=Z.f / ! OP.W/.1/˝V
ı
W
k id˝.ev ıf/        ! OP.W/.k/! 0;
which shows that NP.W/=Z.f / is a holomorphic bundle of rank .n   3/ and degree 3   n on
the line P .W/. By Grothendieck’s splitting theorem, it decomposes as
NP.W/=Z.f / D
n 3M
jD1
OP.W/.j /
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with
Pn 3
jD1.j C 1/ D 0. The associated cohomology sequence of (18) starts with
0! H 0.NP.W/=Z.f //!W_ ˝V
ı
W
DW.sf /     ! CŒWk :
Since the last two spaces have the same dimension, DW.sf / is an isomorphism if and only if
it is injective, and this happens if and only if H 0.NP.W/=Z.f // D 0, i.e., j C 1  0 for all
j 2 ¹1; : : : ; n 3º. This proves the following regularity criterion for the section sf , which uses
only the geometry of the hypersurface Z.f / around the line P .W/:
Proposition 30. Suppose that the complex hypersurfaceZ.f /  P .V/ is smooth along
the line P .W/, and let NP.W/=Z.f / be the normal bundle of P .W/ in Z.f /. The intrinsic
derivative DW.sf / of sf at W is an isomorphism if and only if
NP.W/=Z.f / ' OP.W/. 1/˚.n 3/;
i.e., if and only if NP.W/=Z.f / has the generic splitting type.
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